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UMR undergra,d uate st~dehts build electron microscope
Keith Missey

starr Writer
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Three UMR Physics students have
successfully created a device that can
take pictures of the individual atoms
that make up a surface of a solid.
Sheila Keilholz, Kevin Moll, and
Mike Pinkerton are all undergraduate
physics students. That created the
device, a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), for a routine physics
laboratory class conducted by Dr. Robert Dubois.
STMs were developed commercially 15 years ago and are now a
common tool in major research labs.
What is extraordinary about this project
is it represents the fIrst time that one
has been created by undergraduate students.
Dubois said, "These three picked a
project that would have made a good,
year long master' s thesis. The three of
them did it in a semester and the fInished product is phenomenal."
The project began last semester in
Dubois ' Physics 322 Advanced Laboratory class. The class picks their own

.....

at the end of the semester they give a
The students worked the 6 hours a
The vibrational noise th~t Keilholz
presentation on their work.
week in the lab on the project and also spoke of was one of the main obstacles
Moll said, "We looked at the list of spent nights and weekends try.ing to of the project.
Moll explained, "The wire that
things that we could do, and we didn't complete the microscope. "We spent
like any of
scans the
them. Wedesurface of
the material
cided to do
is measuring
this project
because we
at 50 angstromsaway
thought
it
from the surwould be cool.
face. Any viSomeone had
bration will
tried it in
kill you. We
1990, and they
eventually
got very close,
had to move
but they didn't
to the basesucceed.
I
ment where
thought we
the building
could do it."
was more
A STM
sound."
shows
the
Another
atomic strucproblem the
ture of
photo cotnety UMR Phy.Jca Deper1ment
g r 0 u p
material's
Under graduate physics majors Sheila Keilholz, Kevin Moll,
worked to
surface ' by
Mike Pinkerton, and professor Robert Dubois.
overcome
measuring
was theeleccurrents of
electrons within the atoms. By moving all of our freetime there, including late trical 'noise.'
Pinkerton said, "We were using a
a wire, which samples the current, at nigh!," Keilholz commented. "We
around on the surface, the currents thought it would help if we carne in tunneling current and measuring in
appear as peaks, places where atoms here at 2 a.m. because there would be nanoamps. Any electrical noise such
are located and valleys, spaces between less vibrational 'noise' in the build-
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we were supposed to gel Most of our
time was spent trying to isolate any
noise so we could receive the correct
signal."
Five days before their presentation
was due, the students were still trying
to make the microscope work. Moll
recalled, "We were running the computer and had everything ready and the
tip moved. Everything went haywire.
We were trying to fIx the microscope so
no one was paying attention to the
computer screen. We thought we would
just start the experiment over, but before we could tum off the computer, we
saw a picture on the screen. We were
ecstatic!"
Pinkerton added, "The feeling was
indescribable. We were fairly certain
we would get something, but we had so
many problems. In just a day in went
from a complete failure to a stunning
success."
"I was less elated than they were,
but it was dam good," Dubois commented. '''1 was less concerned about
the results than what they learned.

see Microscope, page 15
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MESP offers Coffee Talk and other programs
the University of North Dakota. There
it had been a Coffee Hour that ran off
Deon Light
and on all day. She would bring in the
pastries, put on the coffee and people
Staff Writer
dropped in when they had time.
Scott fumly believes that the mixA group of people are congregated ture of food and talk makes her office a
in the Multicultural Education Support good environment to work in, and helps
Programming and Service Learning people to remember the humanness of
Program (MESP) office. Some are the job. Scott strei..s that her training
sitting, others are standing and all are is in counsellistening to the speaker, Dr. Doty, who ing, not engiis sitting in the place of honor next to neering, that
she tends to
the cookies.
This is the third Thursday of Febru- be, as she
ary and it is time for Coffee Talk. The calls it, a
group that is in the office is made of . "touchy, feely
every kind of person, profeSsors, stu- person" and
dents of all nationalities, faculty and that she likes
custodial staff. People come in to grab her office to
a home baked pastry made by MESP 's have a feel of
director, Toni Scott, and stay for as home to it.
As Scott puts it "I get up every
much time as they have free. They
come in even if it's only for a minute to morning and I like facing my day besay "Hi" to Robin Collier the only cause I enjoy my job at UMR. When
MESP "staff' or to listen to Doty ex- you have a social setting, and that is
what Coffee Talk is, it helps the stuplain the format of the Tanka poem.
The idea of Coffee Talk came from dents, faculty and staff because that is
Scott. She had used it in her last job at when we get to remember the human-
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ness of what we are and why we're
here. When students can see a professor, like Dr. Doty, outside the classroom, reading poetry it brings back the
humanness. To me it is like bringing a
holistic aspect to education."
While Scott brought Coffee Talk
with her from North Dakota the idea of
having sPeakers was Collier's. The
first "speaker" was in December when
the International
students did the
Macarena. In
January
was
Chancellor Park
and in February
Dr. Doty. Forthe
rest of the year
they have John
Woodfin with
South Pacific, the
Harlem Renaissance, and a masseuse from Vessels to
teach massage techniques.
Although no one will reveal what is
coming up they have already got the
schedule for next semester set up, they

StuCo reflects on progress
•
,

Josh Grove
Stueo President

As the time to elect a new Student CounciVStudent Body President rolls around, I would like to
present some of the things that Student Council has done so far this
year. I will outline some things that
we've gotten done, as well as some
new things that we've tried this
year that are currently in progress.

Projects done:
.Established late night study ~
eas in Eng. Mgt. rooms 110, 111
and 112.
.Last Thursday, the students successfully argued against a proposal
that was brought to AcademicCouncil to change the "Last day to drop
without a WD on the transcript"
from six weeks to four.
.Set up Alumni-Student
Mentoring program to help students

make c')ntacts with professionais
in their field of study.
.An Academic Enhancement
Center is now in the old Delta
Sigma phi roundhouse (at fraternity row).
.Established Non-traditional
Students Committee to help these
students out with common issues.
.Held Campus-Wide Leadership
Forum in the Fall.
.Made results of the Student-.
Run Teaching Evaluations done last
semester available on the Web.
.Celebrated 25 years with the
Red Cross Blood Donor program.
.Distributed old campus computers to student organizations.
.Held a book sale on the Web to
help students save a few bucks.
.Set up Novell accounts for students whose department does not
provide one for them.
.Conducted a lighting walk with
Chancellor Park and identified 20

see StuCo, page 15

see MESP, page 15
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Letters to the Editor
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Do we really need humor columns?

In' lraditio nal
10 help these
'mmon ~sues

!

Dear Editor,
In last week's Miner, one of the staff writers had some very harsh words wrilten aboui him by an
irate reader. This student accused the writer of writing articles that contained little significance or even
a point. His criticisms were well stated, but I believe that he missed a large part of the problem with
this paper.
I like to consider myself a devoted reader of your excellent and usually well-writlen paper. I
consider myself a sort of conisuer, if you will, of fme student news sources. But the articles written
by John Johnson have recently prompted me to reconsider my lofty views of your publication.
Week after week, we as readers must put up with John's columns that usually end up in some way
related to dating. Who does he think he is, anyway? Does he really believe that he is some sort of
authority on the subject of relationships? The "Dating Game" indeed! As a long time resident of Rolla,
I don't believe that dating should be considered a game. It's much more serious, and perhaps desperate
a matter Ihan what is portrayed in John's articles.
I mean, if I truly wanted to hear someone address the subject of dating, I would watch more sitcoms
(I especially like the ones starring Bob Sagat). At least then the subject would be treated as il should,
by trained Hollywood actors W)lO care about the viewers.
But John ' s articles, or "humor columns" as he likes to call them, are obviously just one big pitiful
attempt to get attention. In one week's article, he even went as far as to discuss the aClivity of dogs
sniffmg each other' s butts. He then went on to relate this disgusting activity to dating! Is that supposed
to be funny?
Even if these articles were actually funny, does that mean that humor should be found in a studenl
publication?· 1 don't want to laugh when I read the Miner. I want to be informed. I don't need to.see
common problems such as dating and the computer revolution presented to me in a unique and funny
way.
I'm sure there are people out there that would disagree with me on this subject. These are the people
thai find humor in the prospect of wearing "ticker -tape light signs on their heads to communicate what
we can ' t say out loud." But when it comes down to it, I don 't want to laugh at communication problems,
or for that matier high-school dances, telephone etiquette, or anything else John writes about in his
weekly columns usually found on page 8 of this paper.
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st. Pat's is dying and we need to_save it
To the Student Body of the University of Missouri at Rolla,
A great travesty is taking place today on this campus. A tradition that has gone on for decades here is dying. And it is
your fault. I am talking abOut SI. Pat's.
It you look in the history books, the old Rollamos, old editions of the "Miner," or any other recording of the past, you
will see that once upon a time, the students ofUMR had pride in St. Pat's. I've he~d that when "snake-bashing"flrst began,
that people, not just men, not just Greeks, but everybody, lined up from one end of campus to the other for the privilege of
swinging a stick at a snake. The tradition of wearing green wasn't something \hat made.people want to avoid walking by
the puck; it was a badge of honor that cost 50 cents almost 90 years ago and was required in order to get on campus.
We all know St. Pat's has changed. For one, it has grown. It started off as the idea of a few people who lived in the
residence halls and has become an event that draws people from several states. It is even (by official Gubenatorial
declaration) the official St. Patrick's Day Celebration for the State of Missouri. Where dorm residents used to win every
event, the Greek houses now dominate. Alice has come and gone. We've had the St. Pat's Board, and now the SI. Pat's
Committee. White Sleeves and Biack Sleeves. But where is it going?
SI. Pat's, my friends, is dying. Lack of support and P?Tticipation by the student body has given the administration the
impression that we don't want St. Pat's. St. Pat's Committee membership is dangerously low. Support when Dr. Park
decided to take Alice was minimal at best. Most people in places like the Quad go home for St. Pat's. People say the St.
Pat's committee members are annoyin'g. SUB's not hosting a concert Most pe.ople don't even know that there is serious
talk of only giving us one day off for it next year, if even that!!
Some people would ask me, "Why save St. Pat's?" I ask, "Why not?" It is a grand tradition in support of the patron saint
of engineers. It is a time for students to relax and enjoY,themselves at midterms. It brings people together. I can tell you the
story of two people who for their first nine months knowing each other at UMR, they literally wanted to kill each other. After
their first St. Pat's together, they are best of friends . In fact, he will be a groomsman at my wedding next year. It pu,ts Rolla
on the map; not just the university, but also the town. The population of Rolla triples for f~ur days in March, and some
businesses do as much as a third of their entire business in that short time. It brings back alumni who donate money. It brings.
in prospective students and increases enrollment. Face it, without St. Pat's, they might as well close UMR and move us all
to' Mizzou.
So what can you do? It's not hard. A lot of people know how vehement 1am about St. Pat's. I'm not'a committee member,
but I know a little bit about just how much work they put into it. It's not easy; and when people don 'i show up to the events,
it makes it even harder: Some pe~ple have heard me yelling and screaming about slanding·on the puck wilh a megaphone
trying 10 drum up suPPort. Well. I' m nol actually that silly. But ·I will ask you to go to Gonzo. Go to Follies. Don'lleave
IOwn for St. Pal'S, in facl, invile someone!! You know, thai old buddy from high school you've been meaning to catch up
with. Stop and talk to the commiltee members. They don 'I bile, and I'll tell you a secrel (they ' re nol nearly as annoying when
you walk by them if you smile). Send email to Chancellor Park and everybody on campus who at one poinl supporled St.
Pal' s and has now jumped on the bandwagon 10 kill it. Or, gel a megaphone and stand up on Ihe puck trying to drum up
support. No, I am nol a committee member. I'm jusl a sludenllike you. And I want St. Pal to LIVE!!
Craig Schneider
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Student Summer Summer Employment
Job Description: Working in a food distribution warehouse, employees will
responsible for lifting and stacking product on pallets for delivery. Produc
weight will range for 10-1 ()() pounds. Employees will be required to use an
electric pallet jack.
Hours:
5pm untill-3am
Varied days scheduled -- Sunday Thru Friday
8-40 Hours per week -- depending on students availability.
Potential for overtime.
Call Sue Chrisco at Student Activities Center Office
. 341-4295 or suew@shuttle:cc.umr.edu

Goodbye,
tax forms:
Hello,
TeleFilel
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Hey Umr! Get the Green Out!! With some copies on M;BE's green
paper!

Must
Show Sfudent ID

(8.5xll, Black & White, No limit)
From Now until March 17

~:~,.d;J 
iti~:~~?
Southside Shoppers World
1028 HWY 63 South
Rolla, MO 65401
Telephone: 573-364-0006
Fax:
573-364-0006

* $200 - $500 WEEKLY *
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessary.

For more infunnationsend a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Global Communication,
P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083
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This year, miWonswill
file their tax returns by
phone - using TeleFile,
a free service from the
IRS. The ca II is easy
and refunds are fast.
Check your mail for a
TeleFi Ie booklet.
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It'. Ir ••. It'. fast. It work •.
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NO RONNING

Neuromuscular disease can say no running,
walking - even breathing. Help MOA help people.

MilK
Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717
People Help MDA. .. because MDA I1elps people.
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Wlty WE'RE A NATioN of IdioTs: TItE UMR
Scott Mitchell

Columnist

Coming to school here at'Rolla has
been a unique experience to say the'
least. I have excelled in certain areas
and greatly regressed in others . .Given
the challenge college offers over high
school, it comes as no surprise that my
brain now works more efficiently and
that, overall, I know more math
(yippie). Despite my increased understanding of calculus, I have degraded in
the female department I can integrate,
but I can't get a date.
To understand the depressing magnitude to which I have regressed, it is
essential that I draw a parallel to my
13th year of life, a time somewhat
better than now. The year was 1992. I
was in ejghth grade in a suburban town
of Chicago, enjoying the many benefits
of bachelorhood. Sure, I wasn't exactly "smooth" around the fairer sex,
but I had my moments. Like the eighth
grade dance, when I danced with not
one, but two girls! Flash to June 3,

jimbob

Music Reviewer

Okay folks, it's fmallY reached the
end of Febrt@)', and I am sure everyone has had fun studying for tests and
then mellowing out at their famous
resort or drinking establishment.
Well, last week was Ska-a-Rama at
the Open Hand and turned out overall
pretty good., lots of Entertainment,
T's, freaks and bartenders that slam
dance just for your amusement.
As for a quote directly from partialowner Robert Morrissey, 'We brought
all these bands in mainly for the students and the turnout was not as great
as expected .... What ' s up with you
peoples! Don't you like' dancing and
having a good time?"
This weekend is going to be pretty
happening with the return oINIL-B and
our beloved Gretchan. Showtime was
told to be before 10 p.m., so be sure to
show up if you get all your studies
done, cuz it will be an evening to
remember. Saturday will be the Smarties, so for all those that like simple
dancing, then be sure to check them out
March I . So. to make this short, sweet
and somewhai to the poinl...here are
the reviews.
Jimbob

when, for the fust time, I had a girl over
tomyhouse(evenifitwasjustbecause
I stole her backpack so she'd have to
come over and get it).
I moved to Lake of the Ozarks,
Missouri after my eighth grade year,
hoping the female situation would
change. Well, predictably, it didn't, at
least not for a couple of years. It wasn't
until my senior year, my last year in
high school, when I had an actual girlfriend, one who was around me because she liked me, not because I had
her backpack.
For that entire year, I lived it up, I
was on cloud nine. Life was great. I
kind of got a big head, though, expecting my immensely lucky streak to continue once at college. Iti fact, I remember one time expressing some concern
to a girlfriend about the lack of females
at Rolla. She said to fear not, iliat (and
I quote) "college is one big orgy." I
wish she had given a specific university, because, unless I'm just not getting invited, there's no sign of that here.
Well, sure enough, from my unhealthy high of confidence, Rolla came
out of nowhere, and wham! I regressed,
from my swinging days of my senior

year in high school to the depressing
days of eighth grade. I've regressed
from looking forward to a date, to feeling like hot stuff if a poor girl inadvertently looks my way.
Well, I'm not ready to give up (at
least not yet). There's got to be an easy
way to bring women to Rolla. I guess
the easiest way (and most efficient)
would be by the busload. We could
hijack a bus from SMSU which was
headed for a girl's athletic event and
tAke it to the parking lot of TJ. Sure,
this may be dangerous, and sure, it may
break a few laws, but do you have a
better idea? If so, please implement it!
I guess if nothing else, we can all
look toward the horizon. Just four
'more years, just four more years. I
guess that's the worst it could be (unless you plan on getting your masters
and/or Ph.D. here, then I really feel
sorry for you).
And if four years is just too long to
wait, you can always transfer to a different university where the boy to girl
ratio is more ... well, how should I put
it... even. lf nothing else, buck up, for
as we all know, college is just one big
orgy.

O"spring ,
Ixnay on the Hombre
Sony
.

The album consists of 13 songs, but lyrics. The setup of the album is dewith that many songs one would think signed sort of like a circus: intros, lots
that they let up - no chance at 'that. The oflhings happening in between, a short
album starts out with a circus type break or "Intermission" as they call it
disclaimer voice followed immedi- and a finale of more music.
Overall, the album is pretty good. I
ately with "The Meaning of Life." This song has an upbeat moshing rhythm defmitely like this album better then
that gets the body and adrenaline the last, so I'm giving it a thumb's up for
all those that rely on my judgment for
pumping.
The next song, "Mota," is humor- music picks.
Jimbob
ous not because of its quick beat sound
but due to a sinister mariachi's voice Veruca Salt
saying "Mota" after each verse.
Eight Arms to Hold You
The rest of the album is all fast Outpost Recordings
7

Punk/Alternative
Performance:
6.5
Sound Quality:
7
Okay people, l;may is fmally off
the waiting to be released list to the
hear it now shelf. I am sure everyone
remembers the last album with its
chart buster "Self Esteem," Well, the
boys have outdone themselves with
this new album mixing it all up. The
incorporation of punk with boogie has
turned the Offspring into a heavy competitor for more Top 10 material.

Eighl Arms to Hold You is Yeruca
Salt's follow-up to the popular American Thighs album Illieased in 1994.
As with all sophomollllllieases, the
question is whether this one is as good
the first. With 14 songs clocking in at
over 51 minutes, it equals the flTSt in
quantity and quality.
In fact, I would go as far as to say
that except for a few tracks, Eighl Arms
is pretty much a continuation ofAmerican Thighs.
Some songs get a bit repetitious,
and they don't have as much energy as
the first release, but the same loud and
heavy sound is there.
American Thighs produced two
hits ("Seether" and "Victrola"), but I
doubt any other tracks fromEighlArms
other than the current "Volcano Girls"
will make it onto the radio or TV .
That's not to say they aren't good, it's
just that they wellln't made for radio or
TV .
For those of you wondering for the
past few years who or what a "Seelher"
is - it's Louise, as in Louise Post the
guitar player, singer and songwriter
(see "Volcano Girls").
So if you liked American Thighs,
you'll probably like EigJ-.J Arms, and if
you didn't like old one, you probably
won't like the new one.
Jason S.

see Music, page 16
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Melanie Kostedt
Starr Writer

It all started with a vanilla shake.
After trekking up the road aways to the
dairy bar to pick up that dessert on a hot
afternoon in Mississippi, Harvest
Collier returned to his high
school. and shared it with other
thirsty ' seniors, including
Shirley. The strict home economics teacher, viewing this
scene from her classroom window, felt led to write down the
. names of these "misbehaving"
students and had them all sent to
the principal's office. During the
moments in which the "troublemakers" tried to make peace with
the principal, Dr. Collier noticed
Shirley and began what was to
become a lasting relationship.
While growing up, Dr.
Collier, a professor in the chemistry department at UMR, and his
Dr.
seven brothers and sisters heard
over and over again these simple, yet
effectual, words of his mother: "If you
do something, do your very best, no
matter what it is." AJthough he hadn't
always focused on the meaning ofthese
words, he realizes today the benefits
. that can be reaped by heeding them.
Since Dr. Collier wasn't active in
sports during high school, he centered
most of his attention on. academics. He
was involved in the marching band as

stUdent council and the honors society.
He evep discovered some of his dr".;.
matic talent while portraying the
bishop in The Bishop's Candlesticks.
After obtaining his B.S., M.S. and
Ph.D. in inorganic chemistry at Mississippi State University, Dr. Collier immediately went to work for Dow
Chemical, where he remained for the
next five years . He enjoyed the re-

Collier strives to "give students reason
to connect with what is being taught."
Since "textbooks tend to take a quantitative perspect,ive" on various concepts, he works to give his students a
more "global appreciation" of the subject matter. According to Dr. Collier,
"teaching, in itself, is a learning process." He likes to engage his students
in this learning process and to enhance
their ability to think intuitively.
Occasionally, when students
drQp by his office, Dr. Collier will
lean back in his chair, scratch his
chin and throw this out for them to
mull over: "So you say you want to
be an engineer? Just what does
that mean?" Students often remark that hard work and studying
are essential. "Okay. But what
does that mean?" Typically, students think a while longer, but
come up with nothing else. Dr.
Collier then goes onll> explain
that becoming an engineer means
sacrifice-"working so hard at it
that you sweat on the inside."
Ju.tln SUtherWld
Sweat on the inside? In other
Harvest Collier
words, commitment to a task at
search opportunities this company of- hand is crucial. We often say, "If I had
fered but was attracted to the univer- only ... " We never have to say those
sity environment where he could re- words if we y et priorities and commit
search and invent on his own.
ourselves to them .
Dr. Collier works closely with the
Dr. Collier has an inherent respect
and appreciation 'for teachers. They graduate and undergraduate research
can greatly "impact your perspectives, program of the UMR chemistry departthe way you learn, and how you think." ment. The 11 students involved in this
Some may even provide advice and program are worlting on all sorts of
projects. The two broadest categories
support.
Realizing the influence teachers
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Just for the record: I hate cats,. and I'll tell you why
Fluffy or Snowball. But look at the cat
while they tell the story. If you look
closely enough, you can actually see
the cat thinking, "I was that close to
,
Humor Columnist
getting out of here."
In fact, that's all that cats really care
As I was wa1king to class one day, . about Their entire domestic existence
I came across an average looking cat. is based upon escaping from the house.
Briefly forgetting how much I dislike For example, my friend is a car owner.
cats, I tried to reach down to pet it. She is constantly going on and
Now, you must realize that up tq this on about how her cat "loves"
point in my life, I had never been her and "cares" for her. She'll
insulted by another species. But I can ' then cite, as an example of this
swear to you that the cat was being alleged love, the fact that her
condescending to me. Right then, it all cat is rubbing against her leg.
came back to me: I hate cats.
Well, if that's a sign of love,
But as I say this, I can almost hear then that cat is ready for a long
all of you cat sympathizers out there. term relationship with the back
You know who you are. You are the door.
That cat will spend apones that are angry right now. But you
sympathizers should kn9w, while you proximately 90% of the time
have your right to be upset at my hatred that it is awake (about 20 mintowards q&ts, I don't «&re. I don't like utes) rubbing its body against
cats. But what about kittens? You may the back door. When its not
. ask. Well, kittens are okay, but they rubbing against the door, it is
have one major short coming: they staring at the door. But my
friend will insist that the cat
eventually tum into cats.
You see, the problem with cats is does not want out because it "loves"
that they don't care about you. A cat her. Every so often she'll open.the door
could have no legs and no teeth, com- and you'll see this blur of "loving" fur
pletely depend on its owner to feed it . rush through the crack at light speed.
through a tube, and not care if the At that point my friend then has to get
owner lives or dies. Every so often you
her coat, find her car keys and buy
read or hear about sOme cat that saves another cat.
its owner's life by dialing '911 or someThis is because the cat will not
thing. The owner is ' invariably near return. This is despite all the love, care
tears while recounting the courage of and shelter that you provide for it. The
. .

John Johnson

cat would rather be out in the cold,
barely staying alive on what they fmd
in trash cans than in the house with a
human. It's a proven fact that cats
consider themselves higher than humans. Its also a fact that cats lack a
soul. Dogs on 'the other hand have a
soul. But this soul is there in place of
thedog'sbrain. But I'd rather have a pet

without a brain than without a sdul.
For instance, one night my family
saw an episode of Rescue 911 in which
William Shamer narrates a touching
story of a dog saving it's owner's life.
As the gripping reenactment went, the
owner was at home alone when she had
a heart attack. At the same time, a
burglar was attempting to break in and
the kitchen was on fire. Butch the dog,

THE IRISH TIMES: IT'S UPON USI

ST. PAT'S 1997
Schedule as of Wednesday, February 26
Monday, March 10
12:30 p.m.

Tuesday, March 11
Follies atthe Puck

Shamrock Shuttle, Most Sweatshirts in
Garters in a Minute, Sumo Suits

a Minute;

Most

Wednesday, March 12
12:00 p.l\I.
12:30 p.m.

Court arrives at the Bandshell
Follies at the Bandshell

Women's Walking Stick, Show Shillelagh Judging, Leprechaun Look-a-Like

9:00 p.m.
mory

Theta Tau Omega Casino Night at the Ar-

Thursday, March 13
11 :00 a.m.

Gonzo at Fraternity Row Fields

KMNR Roadshow and live music, Superball; St. Pat's
Engineering Contest

Friday, March 14
11 :00 a.m.

Games at Fraternity Row Fields

KMNR Roadshow

9:00 Coronation Ceremonies at Multi-Purpose Building

Saturday, March 15
11 :00 a.m.

=

. .
,

Follies at the Puck

Full Beard, Greenest Person, St. Pat's Jingle, Sumo
Suits
.
.

12:30 p.m.

while not exactly understanding in his Landers that I read in theSt. Louis Post
tiny mind that something was going Dispatch (No, r don't normally read
wrong, none the less sensed in his dog Ann Landers, so shut up). It was
soul that his owner was in severe dan- innocently enough entitled "Cat Bites
ger. Butch then dialed 911 (after lick- Can Be Dangerous." But as I read the
ing the burglar to death) and commWli- article, I became very frightened. Let
cated via Morse code tbe whole situa- me give you a few snippets from this
tion to the emergency dispatcher.
shocking letter:
.....Last year, my cat bit me on the
Keep in mind that Butch did all of
this despite his lack of brain arm as I was brushing her (yet more
(and despite William Shatner's proof that cats hate their owners). 1
voice in the backgroWld). A developed flu symptoms ... [andl my
cat on the other hand would not husband rushed me to the hospital
care if its owner were on (ire. where a doctor diagnosed Pasteurella."
Once the burglar opened the
Okay, seem kind of strange? Well
door, Fluffy, using its well de- check this out:
veloped rain, would assess
"I ha1l major surgery and was on
the situation and promptly run ' kidney dialysis and a respirator. Evenout the door never to be seen tually, I needed to have my legs ampuagain.
'--tated below the knees." (I am not makGranted, dogs will occa- ing this up!)
At this point, I was waiting for
sionally run away. For instance, my dog Teddy would advice onhowto effectively dispose of
every so often get loose when a cat, but it never came. The owner
she got the chance. But when went on to say:
she "ran away," it usually in.... .I can now walk quite well with
volved the long' journey from my new legs .. .Please tell your readers
the back yard gate to the front door. if they are bitten by a cat to (offer it up
She would then sit patiently on the door in a ritualistic sacrifice)."
step until one of us found her there.
Okay, okay that last part was added
She would then look up at us with this by me. But I think that this article
proud (for a dog) look on her face that speaks volumes about this evil species.
seemed to say, "Lookwhatldid! " We'd But I don't suppose that any of this has
then all have a hardy laugh and drag her helped convince any of you cat sympathizers to get rid of your cats and
back to the back yard. I love dogs!
I hate cats! This sentiment was change your ways. But whether you
further reinforced by a letter to Ann change or not, your cat still hates you!

1997 S1. Pat's Parade Dr. Suess down Rolla
I
and Pine Streets

Brent Osborn
St.l'at's Source

Yes, the Best Ever St Pat's celebration is almost here! You can just
feel the excitement churning in the air
around us right now. Court will be
decided in a week, and Snake Invasion
is just a few short daze after that The r-------"===------,,.--'-'----~---'=
senior reps are anxiously, but ever so
patiently, waiting for that day. The
junior reps are busy putting the final
touches on the last bit of committee
work this semester. The baby reps are
awaiting your green purchase at the
Puck or at locations around town. AIl
in all, we are set and ready to put on the
Best Ever St. Pat's Celebration 1997.
A few things to note: the specials
are going quick and may not be around
for SI. Pat's. Do not put off buying your
'97 special edition sweatshirt! The
Henleys are still available, but only a
few remain for purchasing pleasure.
We have added hair scrunchies to our
novelty list! They are available for $3
purchase anywhere you find one of us
happy green guys.
Make sure your shillelagh's light,
your float moves, your monkey rolls,
and be fired up as the Best Ever 5t.
Pat's 1997 is only 15 DAZE away'

l$'~ '4. Restaural/t & Loullge
uui Pi .. SIr •• " Roll. hlO. 1,.~~OI

m·JM·J.lOl

ALL YOU CAN EAT LUNCH SPECIAL
SALAD + SOUP + STEW

$4.95
NIGHTLY SPECIALS :
WEDNESDA Y / THURSDAY (STEAK NIGHT) ....
T-BONE - 16 oz.

FILET MIGNON-8oz,

$11.95

$9.95

FRIDA Y / SATURDA Y (SEAFOOD NIGHT) ....
CRAB LEG DINNER

STEAK & SEAFOOD

$13:95

$13.95

ALL YOU CAN EAT SEAFOOD
(Limit one serving of crab legs)

$11.95

/I

..
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RoySpirk

TECHS Source

You have heard about the activities at HOT SHOTS - 96, right?
If not, now is your chance to get all
the excitement that you missed_
UMR TECHS and the St Pat's
committee are sponsoring HOT
SHOTS goes GREEN!
ThursdayofSt. Pat's week at
7 p.m. the excitement begins
with 3 on 3 basketball, volleyball and pairs racquetball tournament. The mUltipurpose
building will be ftIled with the
best basketball, volleyball, and
racquetball players at UMR .
St Pat's points will be given
to all 'organizations that participate, so start looking for the team
applications at Student Health
so that you do not miss out in the
fun . All are welcome to join in
the festivities. There will be free
food and music. Hope to see you
there! For more- information call
341-4225.
UMR TECHS is also responsible for getting Project CHEERS
running this year in the Rolla community. CHEERS is _Missouri's
designated driver program sponsored by the Missouri Division of
Highway Safety. This campaign
saves lives. Almost half of all traf-

oSl

S~()ts, (]IiEE~S

fic fatalities are alcohol:related. AlcohoI-involved crashes cost the economy
$46 billion annually in lost productivity, medical costs and property damage. More than 1.8 million drivers
(almost \0% of the licensed driving
population) were arrested in 1991 for
driving under the influence of alcohol.
How does CHEERS work, you
might ask. When two or more indi-

viduals enter one of the participating
establishments and someone identifies
themselves as the designated driver,
that individual is entitled to receive
free soft drinks for the duration of the
night However, someone in that group
must be consuming an alcoholic beverage.
The participating establishments
in Rolla's community are Alex's, The
Grotto, Jimmy's and Top Hat. When

you are consuming alcohol in the
community, be responsible and
have a designated driver. You don't
know, the life you save might be
your own!
You have heard a little about
what UMR TECHS'does, but what
is TECHS? TECHS stands for
Teaching, Encouraging, Caring,
Helping, Students. This program is
an organization of peer educators!listeners, designed for the
UMR community, which provides assistance to students
through education and resource
training. The program is designed to familiarize and educate students about the challenges they face every day.
Some of the goals we have
as. UMR TECHS are to provide
well ness-oriented educational
programs and promotional campaigns to the campus and community to develop and empower
student leaders through participation in a peer education pro. gram and increase awareness
and knowledge of wellness issues.
UMR TECHS is now accepting
applications for employment for
next semester. This is a paid position, and if you are interested in
finding out more about or joining
UMR TECHS e-mail us at
techs@umr.edu, call Stephanie
Franklin at 341-4225 or stop by
Norwood 104 or Student Health
and ask for an application.

Th
R6

The l
has nexl w

NCAA Di'

Bruce Willis, Last Man Standing visit Castleman Fest
Film Fest
Source

to restore law and order, he hires himself out to both syndicates and winds
up teaching them all a lesson they'll
never forget. The film also stars Bruce
Oem .

The movie will play Tuesday,
March 4 in Leach Theatre, Castleman
Hall . Admission is free to students and
faculty with a UMR !D, $3 to the
public. This 1996 movie is rated R.

A Mid Missouri Credit Union
Basic Checking has
NO MINIMUM B4ANCE and
NO MO~Y SERVICE
CHARGE!

For this week's Film Fest movie,
Last Man Standing, Walter Hill directs
the gripping remake of Yojimbo, Akira
Kurosawa's classic tale of a samurai for
hire. This time around, Bruce Willis is
the mystery gunman who gets caught in
the middle of a violent war between
Chicago bootleg gin mobs. Determined

Stop paying those fees by
opening a Mid Missouri Credit
_Union checking today!

~CMISSCURI
RECIT UNION
MDA won't yield in its quest
to defeat 40 neuromuscular
diseases.

910 Pine Street, Rolla
(573) 3~936

MDR'
Muscular Dystrophy AssocIation

1-800-572-1717

Bldg. 494, Fort Leonard Wood
(573) 329-3151
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Swimmers are Regional Champs
The Miner swim team continues its Mideast
Region.a l dynasty, with.its fourth title in five years
Joe McLain
Staff Writer

The UMR Miner swim tea m
has next week off to prepare for the
NCAA Division II Championships
which will be held on Wed., Mar.
12 - Sat., 15. UMR has qualified
eight swimmers for the national
competition. [Four of which were
qualified just recently at the Mideast
Regionals.] They were the 400 yard freestyle relay te am of Kris
Leftwich, Mark Pearce , Randy
Jones, and David Nurre. Nurre also
qualified for nationals in the 500 yard freestyle setting a school reco rd
at the same time. Coach Mark
Mullin is confident about the
national championships. Coach
Mullin said, "I think that we'll do
well. We are in pretty good s hape
to go and be competitive. We would
really like to break into the top ten,
that's where we want to finish. "
This past week Thu. , Feb. 20 Sat. , Feb. 22 the Miner swim team
was busy at work at the Mideast
Regional Championships. The
Miners succeeded with 677 points.
Truman State University came in
seco nd with 616 points , and the

on

University of Northern Iowa, the
defending champions came in third
amassing only 576 points .
Coach Mullin, Men's Coach of
the Year, recalls it as an exciting
meet. Coach Mullin said, " We
expected it to be a close meet. The
other two teams that were in it were
the University of Northern Iowa,
who was the defending champion,
and Truman State. We knew that
they ' d be good in this type of meet,
because they have got four or five
individuals that are really strong.
They had four guys that ·had
qualified for natio[lals."
Coach Mullin was in for a
competitive meet. Coach Mullin
said, "We were going into the final
day eleven points behind Northern
Iowa and nine points ahead of
Truman State. We had a great day
on Saturday. We competed very well

and
:;oJ

y
edit

~
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Miner swimmers are set on the starter's block during their home
meet with Principia. The Miners won the regional meet Saturday.
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- Mark Mullin

Boyd Niesen

A Miner steps up to the starters block at a Miner home
meet. The Miners have won seven of 11 reglonals

Mldand did what we had to do to get the
championship back. We ended up
winning by 61 points. We really
came on the last day. It was really a
lot of fun."
Coach Mullin stresses that the
strength of UMR swimming comes
from its team depth. The team depth
has allowed Coach Mullin to win
seven regional championships in his
eleven seasons as head coach.
Coach Mullin said, "With the kind
of championship that is, it takes a
team effort. We needed everyone to
contribute. We had a good total
team performance. We got to the
position after the second day where
if we were going to win a
championship we had to really come
out excited and ready to compete

~----------------------------~~-----

that Saturday morning. That was
really where the meet changed. The
intensity level from the Miners was
exceptional. We qualified really
well in the morning which set us up
for the finals. It's obvious from the
final scores that we did a great job."
In his eleven seasons as head
coach Mullin has amassed a record
of 84 - 23 in dual meets and is proud
of this season as well. Coach Mullin
said, "This has been a really
outstanding season for us. I'm really
pleased with the way it's gone to this
point; to win back the Regional
Championship after losing it to
Northern Iowa last year." Las t
seaso n UMR fell only 40 points
behind Northern Iowa in Regionals
to come in second.
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Miners end season with loss to Bearcats
Jim DuValeus
Staff Writer

~
The UMR Miner's men's
basketball 96-97 season came to
a close on Saturday with a loss to
Southwest Baptist. The loss put
the Miners out of position for the
post-season tournament in the
Mid-American Intercollegiate
Athletics association and set their
overall record at 14-12. and their
MIAA record at6-12. UMR head
coach Dale Mar ti n summed up the
ga me by saying. "[So ut hwest
B ap tist] had so me go od pl aye r
switching and pl ay ed rea l nice
defen se and we did n' t shoo t the
ball in th e hole . We didn 't get the
right pe op le the ball wh e n we
needed to. This has been the story
of the seaso n:'
T h e Mi ne r s d id ou ts hoo t
So ut hwes t Bapti st in fie ld goa l
pe r ce nt a g e a nd thr ee po int
s ho o tin g. but c ommitted 14
turnov ers. were o utrebounded 3627. and had the ball stolen nine
times . all which led to the 71 -67
los s. For the gam e UMR shot .455
from the floor compared to
So uthw es t Baptist 's .400. and the
Miners shot 8-16 from three point
range .
Things seemed to be going the
Miner' s way at half-time. as they
held a 32-25 lead going into the
second half. A win by the Miners.
along with a loss by Truman State
or Missouri Southern. would have
landed the team a post-season
spot. (As it turns out. those two
teams won their games . ) The
Miners suffered a terrible drought.
however. earl y in the second half.
sco rin g only t wo points in j ust

M
U

Ryan Shawgo

Jeff Kokal fight s for a rebound against the Sout hwest Baptist
Bearcats Saturday night. The Miners lost the game 71-67, and t hus
were eliminated from playoff contention. It was Kokal 's last game
for the Miners.
Ryan Shawgo

un der e ig ht minut es of pl ay.
allowin g South w est B apti st to
capture the lead. and they never
looked back.
The star of the game for UMR
was guard Tim Holloway. who
scored 28 points on 6-13 shooting
(5-9 from three point range) and
hit II of Ilfree-throws . Holloway.
along with Ryan Wade. Jeff Kohl .
Terry Smith and Scott Rush . as
seniors. all played their final game
here at UMR . and were part o f a
pre -game farewell ceremony.
Other players who had good
games for UMR were Jeff Kohl ,
who shot 4 -7 form the floor and
hit seven free-throws for 15
points . to go along ' with sev e n
rebound s. and Ry an Matthews,
who also had a team-high seven
rebound s in ju s t o ver tw e nt y

COMPLeTe SOLIN 0

LIGHTI NG Co
SALES Be RENTALS

Sound Systems

Stage UghHng

e
OJ Systems

Speakers, Mixers, Amps, Mics, Cables
& Accessories

DENON
Winter Hours
Mon-Frl 1Q-6 , Sat 11-5
For after hours appointments call
341-5267

Tim .Holloway drives past his SBU defenders.
Holloway played his last game In a Miner uniform
Saturday night. Holloway led the way for the
Miners scoring 28 poInts

!hOI by Hartlll!
!bead for moSI
Robins hil. tlu

80f1
winning . Some of the guys from
last year added competitiveness
and got the ball where we needed
it ; we didn't do that this year."
The coach also took a look forward
to next se ason. where he'll be
coaching a team with quite a few
new faces because of the departing
seniors. "[The team] will be

young and different ne xt year completely different. We're
bringing in a lot of junior-college
and high school players.
Hopefully we'll c1imo the ladder
and get back into the hunt next
year. This program will maintain
good players and we just need to
work hard for that to happen ."

TheUnivers
~fibaU learn

spt

K"rucky We.sly
'~kerul. The LI
lin<oln Memor
lo'ihemIndian
I/Jmcy Universir
W~~an.
.

Pro ~

SOUND
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minutes played. Terr y Sm ith and
Kevin Fort each led the team wi th
four as sists. Southwest Baptist's
high scorers of the game were
starters Mark Deveaux and Corey
Garrison with 18 points each. The
team ' s leading rebounder wa s
forward Ian Pinder with eight. and
the as sist leader was guard Shawn
Jones with five.
This season has been
so mewhat d isappointing to the
Miners. wh o d id extremely well
l as t s e as on . "It' s been very
disappointing." said coach Martin.
" we 've had a lot of injuries and
departure s.

SalUlday.
Miners playe
sea<On.Th~ga
Multi·purpose
lhe$<Juth wesl
The BearcalS
I M
IAA recO
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Lady Miners end tough season with loss
-."....".........._ - -

Gina Godat
Staff Writer

who had 22. Johnson also added
10 rebounds. Farmer had seven
assists and two steals. The
Miners finished the season with
a MlAA record of 4-14, and an
overall record of 8-18.
Wednesday, February 19,
the Lady Miners traveled to
Joplin, Misso uri to play
Missouri Southern. The Miners
started a ff well with Martens
making a three pointer to put the
first points on the scoreboard.
It was follow ed by a three
pointer by Mills to make the
score 6-0. The Miners held the
lead for the first five minutes
of the half. The lead then we nt
back and forth four times. The
- "'- --·"~!"o,~.~~ greatest lead of the half when
Heather Hartman defends an Inbounds pass It was Hartman's final the Miners were up by six with
game as a Lady. Miner.
I :24 left on the clock. The

Saturday. February 22. the Lady
Miners played their final game of the
season. This game at the Gale Bullman
Multi-Purpose Building was against
the Southwest Baptist Lady Be~cats.
The Bearcats came into the game with
a MlAA record of 10-7, while the
Miners were 4-13. The game was close
the whole way through, but the
Bearcats came away with the win, 5556. There were six lead changes in the
first half, along with four ties. Senior,
Heather Hartman made the first points
of the game.. At the end of the first half,
the Bearcats were up by one. 25-26.
Emily Mills led all scoring with 10
points, followed by Dee Johnson with Bearcats a one point lead with 5:34 left
eight. Jamie Martens p~led down six in the game. With 1:44 on the game
rebounds. LeAnn Farmer gave the clock, Dee Johnson hit a lay-up and
Miners six assists.
gave the Miners a one point lead. The
The Miners quickly regained the score went back and forth with a jump
lead in the second half with a jump shot· by Shari Grady, and a shot by
shot by Hartman . The Miners were Hartman gave the Miners a one point
allead for most of the half, until Jan · lead with 1: 13 on th e clock. The
Robins hit a three pointer to give the Miners held the Bearcats until their

FIyon~

efenders.
!runHonn
I for the

was only two seconds on the game
clock. Grady got an inbound pass and
made the shot giv ing the Bearcats the
lead, leaving only one second on the
clock. The Miners couldn't get a shot
off; the Bearcats won by a score of 5556. Johnson led the Miners with 21
points, outnumbered only by Grady,

Softball splits four games

lext year·
.1. We're
lior·college
players.
I the ladder
, hunt next
ill maintain
ust need to
uppen."

Nathan Erdman
Sports Editor

The University of Missouri-Rolla
softball team split four games in the
Kentucky Weslyan Tournament last
weekend. The Lady Miners defeated
Lincoln Memorial University and
Southern Indiana, w hile losing to
Quincy University and host Kentucky
Weslyan.

The Lady Miners lost their first
game Sunday to Quincy 9-6. The game
was tied 5-5 entering the eighth and
final frame. However the Hawks hit
Angie BaX hard, SCOFing four runs on
four hits in the top of th" eighth,
highlighted by a two-run double by
Hawk centerfielder, Fairchild. The
Lady Miners could manage only one
run in the bottom of the eighth when
Melissa Rohrer scored on a wild pitch.
The game was also highlighted by a
two run homerun by Lady Miner first
baseman Jamie Ostmann. The only

other UMR RBI came when Brandy
Broeckling drew a bases loaded walk.
B ax took the loss for the Lady Miners
while Halve got the win for Quincy.
UMR evened its record at 2-2
when they defeated Lincoln Memorial
in their final game of the tournament
9-6. The Lady Miners were down 4-1
entering the fourth when they erupted
for six runs. Candice Luehrs, Gina
Daugherety, Erin Collins and Amber
Schecengost all drove in UMR runs in

Staff Writer

Welcome back to another week in
professional sports. In case you
haven ' t heard, spring training has
begun! While the preseason games are
still a ways away, the training camps
have begun, hitters have started baning
practice, and pitchers are beginning to
throw in earnest. I' ll have more
information about the teams, rosters.
etc. in the near future.
In basketball. the Miami Heat are
in mourning ... as in Alonzo Mourning.
'Zo has a torn tendon in his right foot,

~

and could be out for as long as six
weeks. And, if you think Denni s
Rodman constitutes the only problems
and scandals in the NBA. think agai n.
This time, it's the boys in slripes who
are in trouble-yep, you got it. the refs
are in trouble. It 's not about their onthe-<:ourt calls this time, but rather offthe-<:ourl. It seems at leas t three. and
probably more, referees are being
it)dicted by the federal government for
tax evasion. Apparently, the refs have
been trading in their NBA-supplied
first-cl ass airline ti ckets for coach
tickets and pocketing the difference .
Federa l law requires this to be reported
as income, which was not done.
Back to the court, the Chicago
Bulls are an astounding 46 -6 as of

.....--..-------------------------

see Lady Miner page 17

and Lady Miner Indoor Track Teams 8th
MIAA

Jamie Brueggemap
(sixth in bigbjump at 6-61/4)
TwoMUeRelayTeam
(fourtb place, time: 8:09.7)

Source: UMR

InfonnatioD

see Soft page 17

Pro Sports,: NBA and NHL news
Chris Kulifay

Miners went into the half time
break with a four point lead, 30-26. In
the fust half, the Miners were led in
scoring by Martens with nine, and
Johnson with seven. KaTonya Samuels
led Southern with II. Farmer had three
assists and H art m an added five
rebo unds.
In the first few minutes of the

second half the score went back and
forth, but with 15:06 on the clock, the
Miners took a lead that th~y would
hold onto until only 2:20 remained on
the game clock. Southern took over at
this point and didn't look back. They
built up a 12 point lead with only 00:42
on the clock. Martens hit a three
pointer with 00: 14 seconds on the clock
to make the fmal score 52-62, Southern
on top. Samuels led all scoring with
19 for the game. Mills and Martens
each had 15 for the Miners. Hartman
had 9 rebounds, and Farmer 7 assists
and 6 steals. The Miners hit only 4-8
freethrows throughout the game, while
Southern was 19-24.
"We played with a lot of
enthusiasm against Southern,"
commented Lady Miner Head Coach
Linda Roberts. "The last three minutes
of the game we fell apart under their
defense. We committed too many
turnovers. We led the whole way and
pretty much gave it away with our
turnovers at the end-"
On Monday, February 17. the
Miners took on Truman State at the
Gal e Bullm ann MultiPurpose

Sunday, with 30 games left in the
season. Chicago would have to go 264 over the rest of the season to tie their
record-breaking 72-10 mark from last
year. If they can keep Rodman in the
lineup, they might make it.
Finally in the NBA. the 1996-97
trade deadline has passed. Therefore.
expect to see very few roster changes
for the rest of the season ... could be a
nice change of pace.
In hockey. the Dallas 'Stars and
Edmonton Oilers are making news. In
the 1995-96 season, the Stars and
Oilers had the fifth and sixth picks in
thedraf~ respectively. due to their poor
records. This year. however. both

see Pro Sports page 17

12th & PINE 364-3311
RIGHT NEXT TO CAMPUS

THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
WE CATER TO UMR ENJOY OUR LARGE SELECTION OF GAMES &
MUSIC

Friday Lunch Special Tacos & The Grotto's

FA.Dl:O"D"S EJ"D"Fl.Fl.XTOS
11:30-2:00

Missouri Miner
to'

1996-97 MINER BASK ETBA LL RESULTS
Final Recor d : 14-12 ,6-12 MIAA

DATE

OPPONENT

SCORE

Thu., Nov. 7

Dream Builders (Exhibition)

W,96-93

Sat., Nov. 16

Drury

W,98-69

Sat., Nov. 23

Harris-Stowe

W,94-47

Tue., Nov. 26

Maryville

W,88-59

FrI., Nov. 29

Nova Southeastern

W, 83-68

Sat., Nov. 30

Eckerd

W,85-74

Wed., Dec. 4

Pittsbur g St ate'

L,46-68

FrI., Dec. 6

Missour i Baptist

W,90-59

Sat., Dec. 7

Rockhu rst

W,73-65

Mon., Jan. 6

Northwe st Missour i State'

L,61-66

Sat., Jan. 11

Missour i Western"

W,81-80

Central MissourI" State'

Wed., Jan. 22 Missour i Southern'

L,68-79

SIU-Edwardsville W, 70-62
Pittsbur g State" L, 61-82
Central State (Ohio) L, 55-72
Lincoln" W, 87-42
Colorado School of Mines W, 65-62
Reg Is L, 60-64
Emporia State" L, 71-81
Northwe st Missour i State" L, 59-74

L, 71-83

Missour i Western" W, 70-66

W,68-61

Washburn' L, 66-78

L, 53-62

Southwest Baptist'

L,65-71

Mon., Feb. 3

Emporia State'

W, 83-81, OT

Wed., Feb. 5

Pittsbur g State'

W, 74-62

Sat., Feb. 8

Truman State'

W,69-45

Lincoln'

L, 81-87, 20T

Washburn"

L,67-69

Missour i Southern"

L,65-83

Southwest Baptist"

L,67-71

o Tue., Jan. 28

(Exhibit ion)

Missour i L, 53-98
Texas Woman's Univers ity W, 96-86 (OT)

Northwest Missour i State'

Sat., Jan. 25

G~ld

St. Francis (111.) W,69-44

L,65-96

Wed., Jan. 15 Washburn'
Sat., Jan. 18

St. Louis

L, 81-87

o Emporia State'

SCORE

OPPONENT

W,75-60

Lincoln'

Sat.,Jan . 4

Final Recor d: 8-18, 4-14 MIAA

W,75-50

Wed ., Dec. 11 Westminster
Sat., Dec. 14

1996-1997 LADY MINER BASK ETBA LL
RESULTS

'W

Central Missour i State" W, 51-76

Lc

Missour i Souther n' L, 71-79

rna

Northwe st Missour i State' W, 75-68
Southwe st Baptist" L, 49-80
Emporfa State" L, 72-83
Pittsbur g State" L, 68-69
Truman State" L, 73-93
Lincoln" W, 81-55
Washburn" L, 79-80

"MIAA conference game

Truman State" L, 51-63
Missour i Souther n" L, 52-62
Southw est Baptist" L, 55-56

• Walk·lna Walcome
• Student Dlacoun t.
TELEPHo r~ E: 341-3800

-- -- '- -_._.- - - --'
.....

708 N. BIshop sune 2
(Above Dominos Pizza)

9.9 ¢M IN
NO FEES 6 SEC BILLING

INTERS TATE I NATIO N WID E

FREE CALLING CARD

1 800-564-4348

.. , -' .- .' -' . - . - - .. - - - . - - - -- - - - - - . --

~

~
.:I

$2.00 Discount with this coupon .

Gall Brand le

0

364-9569

CosmetOlogist

1807 N. Bishop
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THAT'S JAKE
by Jake Vest

DAVE
by David Miller

I WONO"~ WH~fZ~ VAV€
I<?, He <;;AID HE:'D ME:6T
Mri ():)WN H"fZI< ...MAW"

Hri MI<7UNDefZc,iooD?

BUTCH AND DOUGIE by ALEX HOWELL
~--~~------~~

~lIfc.H! \"E.I~ GO-rHI;r~£ AND
';PRINKt.E 50M~ SEA-Jlf<:WKa51
It-! II, il-le.t-J WAib-l Ii' iU~

'The good news is you've all been
upgraded for this fligOt. The bad news
is this flight ain't goin' anywhere.'

MUrAiE 1N!0 MONSf1!.OSme:s.

'" Ii's il-l6 )(-FI/.ES

/NR.f..IeNC~, I-:.N'T IT ?

i

j
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!
L-__

~~~~

______

J
r
•
~
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______~~~~~

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

"Moving to the Jungle of
Lo!:!t Souls certainly has
made doing laundry more
exciting,"

"Do you have it in 44-long?"

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAs

g

w~·R.e. GoiNG

10 Pur W~I~ ~IU~
ON

,1-1£ BACKS

~

~'~~TS ...

ill" ~'i

W( PlI' ~. o.~?

ON

1'\.16 BACKS of

Ytoru;' g HA1S '7

64-9569
, N, BishoP
"I had this for lunch!"

-'.. _...... _-

f(

~
MicrOS

Missouri Miner

~
lMY are goO

siJCCeeded beeS

and had pe~ev
Eachmem

(0 contribUle b
Kei/hOlzdeslgn
microSCOpe, Me
plifiec, and Pi!
puler prog eam
machine. Pml

King Crossword
ACROSS
I Don't just
sit there
4 "The Lady or
the Tiger?9 It goes over '
your head
12 Seek damages
13 Got up
14 Conceit
15 "Time- founder
17 Society-pa ge
word
18 Absolutely
19 Prepared for
the feathers
21 Stick
Fine
24
25 Tarradidd le
26 Wield a needle
28 Deranged one
31 Choreogra pher

.

10 Author/cri tic
58 Man of La
James
Mancha
Three-- sloth
II
59 Prefix for
type
Whiskey
16
or
entry
XLIIIs
20 Incursion
equal
36 Cosmos
21 Under.
DOWN
380
nautically
I Firewood?
40 Pub quaff
2 Poolroom
22 Pebbles' pet
41 f;avorable
votes
23 Edsel's pop
prop
27 Triumphe d
43 Caniff comic. 3 Sawbuck
29 Narc's unil
hero
4 Laundrom at
30 Y okemates.
45 Overrun
lineup
often
47 Idolator's
5 Cas lor bean
32 Sheltered
emotion
or sesame,
34 Mertz's pal
48 "Cock-ae.g.
doodle-- !6 Columbus sch. 37 Three make an
49 Elizabeth· s
0
7 Right-han d
father
39 Marcia Clark.
page
figure?
54 Stick
e.g.
8 Weaselly ones
42 Firsl name of
55 Duck
9 He' d "rather
43 Across
56 Possess
be righl than
57 Young fellow
be president-

White
33 "LeCoq 35 Thirteen

-

-----.
MESP

:::.:---:;

see Solutions, page 16

copyright 1997
King Features
Syndicate

Find at least six differences
between these two picutres.

.~ ..
1·"\ 1

I:=S·
''''',

!!tt
~"

.
The Miner provides classified ad
space free to all students. To submit
one, use the form on our web page, o?
drop it off in the box outside 103
Norwood HaiJ. You must include your
name. phone number and student ID
number. All ads will be run for two
consecutiv e weeks. and then it must be
resubmitte d.

HELP WANTED
Men/Wom eneam $480 weekly assembling circ uit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings
your local area Call 1-520-680-7891
EXT C200
Mandy,
Do something about it or we will!
Love.
Your roomies
Hey Face,
Ca tilla .
Dr op that s ucker!
cas hmilla ...
AOT.
Face, Ihe yo unger
Kay· Dee Baby Reps are the greateSI! Keep up the good work !
Melinda,
Ru les suck!
Je n and Slacy.
If you wa nl 10 know abo ul my life.

ask me .

Amy.
l'mjealous ! Where are my flowers?
AOT,
Julie

Julie S.,
Hello to my wonderful bomb squad
leader.
AOT,
Tiffany

Hey JUlie,
We're just the Arby's hookers!
Mandy
Lil'Diana ,

The answer is, empty! Your presence is missed.
AOT,
Jen

Hi!

Stacy,
Cheer up!
AOT,

roomie
Kasie.
When you're not watching I might
steal a certain boy away ...
AOT.
the other woman
Rachel,
They died slowly and painfully
while screaming your name!
Guess who

Kasie,
Don't put those ugly green socks on
your pig .
AOT,
Tiff

Lynn,
Doing good with philanthro py,
keep up the good work!
AOT,
Tiffany

Mandy

YPS
Daron,
Don't act like you didn't do it!
Mandy
Tilling,
Are you ever coming back? I miss
sitting by you.
AOT,
YLS

Cathy,
Good luck with midterms!
AOT,
Tiffany

Andrea,
Singing with seals is cool!
AOT,
Cheryl

Julie.
IK Teas?

Harness,

Nichole,
Whal was Neal doing?
AOT.
Tiffany

KD.
We got big ones !

. I love my roommales.

Amy,
Your power is gone! The duck is
dead. Free at last!!!
AOT,
Me
Stacy,

Bed ofRoses was thebest! Too bad
he doesn't exist.

Mandy.
Home life or social life?
AOT

Ka le.
Esteemed head, madam chairma n,
whatever.
AOT,
Tiffa ny

Fall 1993 Pledges are the best!

Your alter ego
Jen,
Guys are

stupid~

YLS

AOT,
Sarah

Goober.
Good job on yourtests! I love yo u!
Love,
Lady
KD Granddaug hte rs are cool!
KD alums are cool!

How's the three-person room?
AOT,
your absent roomie
Fall '95 Pledges,
How many people can you squeeze
inlo a photo booth?

YPS
Karen.
Good luck with SI. Pat's! You're
doing a greal job!
AOT,
Kay·Dee

Cheryl and Cathy,
Our family is cool!!
YBS & YBBS
Smile. Angela.
Tiff,
Want some icing?
Kale

Mandy and Robyn,
I enjoyed carving with you .

see GOSSip, page 16
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Microscope

from page 1

They are good students. The project
succeeded because they worked hard
and had perseverance."
Each member of the group was able
to contribute to the overall project.
Keilholz designed the structure for the
microscope, Moll worked with an amplifier, and Pinkerton wrote a com·
pUler program that basically runs the
machine. Pinkerton said about the

group, "We worked really well together.
Our skills complemented one another.
We also knew each other from two

can Association of the Physics Teach·
ers Conference.
The students also are hoping to

years before because of the M\ssouri
London Program so we had pretty good
chemistry. "

publish a paper about their research.
"All three of us are going to graduate
school, and a publication only helps
your chances of getting where you want
to go," Moll stated.
DubOis added, "This is a great start
for their research career."

The students are now planning to
present their project to other organiza.
tions. These include the Missouri
Academy of Sciences and the Ameri·

~ru-.g Br8alk 01\ Fu~~~sha So~~h P~Jr8 isI~.n
Two Bedroom/2 Ba~ Luxury Condo. Close to Major
Hotel. Extra Nice. Sleeps Eight.
Owner/Agent Pearl Fry

l.goo,594~ or

work 21(}541·9161,

MESP

from page 2

iQ be

dents Club. Also there is the Black

part of the program, All of this is paid
for by Scott, she provides all the past·
ries, coffee and cocoa out of her own

Greek Associations of Alpha Kappa
Alpha, the oldest black sorority, the
Delta Sigma Theta, one of the black
fraternities, and Alpha Phi Alpha, {he
oldest black fraternity.
The third purpose for the office is
service learning. This includes coordi·
nation for individuals and student
groups to do community service in the
Rolla area. In 1996 the students in·
valved in these projects contributed
over $150,000 in kind through cash,
gifts and work in this area.
The projects include Adopt a Se·
nior Citizen through- the Agency on
Aging directed by Mary Harlan. Fif·
teen students worked as tutors at Rolla
High School and about twenty students
. worked as volunteers in areas related
to their majors at the Phelps County
Regional Medical Center. Twenty or
more worked on the Adopt-a.Highway
program and some are involved with
H.O.P.E., the project to rehabilitate
homes that are then sold to low income
buyers.
Scott's favorite program involves
giving seventh grade-girls a taste of
university life. Sixteen to seventeen
girls are-selected to take a day off and
visit the university from Rolla Middle
School. They get to campus about nine

have people calling them 'asking

pocket.
The idea behind the MESP office is
a three fold plan to help a'll students at
the university. not just the minorities.
While part,jlf the program's focus is to
provide support for minority students,
it is there to h~lp all students. To help
the African-American, Hispanic, Na·
tive American and other minority
groups, the office is always open as a
place to congregate and relax.
The students are starting to paint a
mural on the wall in the study area of
the office and Scott believes that helps
to reinforce the idea that they own the
office. It also helps that they are free to
use all of the computers in the office,
including Scott's. and use the confer·
ence table for any meetings they have.
The second part ofMESP's purpose
is to house the offices of four student
l)'!

organizations. Among these is the African Student Association that is a sup·
port group for the twenty African st u·
dents that come from a total of five
different African countries. MESP also
houses the office for the ftrst Hispanic
fraterni,ty on this · campus, Sigma

Your pres·

-

l ie the best!

Lambda Beta and the Internat ional Stu·

and are met by an Ambassador of Admissions, who takes them on a tour of
the campus. They then go to the Civil
Engineering and Geological and Petro·
leum Engineering departments for labs
on different topics such as soil, hydraulics and an environmental lab dealing
with bugs. Two UMR students,
Tammie Noble and Kathy Thomas,
who are involved in MESP were reo
spo,;"sible for getting their depertments
to do the labs.
From there the girls go to lunch and
then on to KUMR where they take part
in John Francis' program "We are Sci·
ence". The day ends with a visit to a
sorority like Chi Omega, Kappa Delta
or Zeta Tau Alpha.
Some people have questioned
Scott's decision to only take girls. Both
Scott and Dixie Finley, the person reo
sponsible for selecting the girls, agreed
that girls get slighted in the school
system in math and science and it is
important to encourage them to excel

in those areas.
As of now the event is only available to Rolla Middle School students
and takes place twice every semester.
Scott's dream for this program is to
expand it to Newburg, Saint James and
Waynesville and ultimately into a sum·
mer camp held here on campus.

The next project after the end of
African American Month is Women's

university. is the advisor of DiVinci,
and has spoken to the state legislature

History Month sponsored by Delta Omi·
cron Lambda with the help of MESP.
Like African American Month the

on the importance of volunteer service
in the colleges.

Miner will run weekly quizzes on
women in history.
There will be a banquet in March
with Chancellor Park where the Woman
of the Year will be recognized along
with five of the fust people to answer
all twenty·fivequestions correctly. The
dinner is subsidized and the cost is
$5.00, to make reservations call Robin
at 341-4182.
Scott also does a monthly program
at Newburg schools with the children
in grades K-6 on multiculturalism. She
often takes Joe K we with her to help in
the two presentations that she does on
different ethnic groups. Last month .
they focused on the music of different
cultures and Scott took in a thumb
piano along with some homemade in·
struments that the students could repli·
cate on there own.
After Scott and K we leave, the
teachers do a follow up program to help
make the connection between the com ·
munity and the different cultures pre·
sented.
In addition Scott organizes social
'activities, is an equality aide for the

StuCo
e! The duck ~

International Day and events will continue through Friday, March 28. There
will be some new events this year. This

will be in cooperation with the Interna·
tional Students Club.
e New lights for tennis courts will be
eAttempting to broaden the variety
installed when the weather improves.
of foreign languages offered.
eUniversity-approved housing will
e Revising the Internet Headquarters
for Student Governments to make it
be networked by the end of summer
. easier to use,
(see below).

-a1ter ego

eStudents will h~ve input into the
selection process for the new UM System President.
eComputer labs on campus will be
getting seriously-needed upgrades ..
eComments box on teaching evaluations on the Web ..
eTeaching"Suggestion Box"on Web
for students to give input to an instructor throughout the semester. The idea
here is to give input in time for the
insn:uctor to· make adjustments before
the end of the semester or the nexttes!.
eInternational anil Diversity Week.
This starts on Sunday, March 23 with

The University is in the fmal stages of
working out some details with the city
to use the existing telephone poles to
run the fiberoptic lines. With one or
two exceptions, this will be done over
the summer. Like ·most "big" issues,
this has taken a while, but will clearly
be of benefit to the students on this
campus. I would like to sincerely thank

ePlanning a Student Leaders Recog.
nition Banquet to be held on April 19.
eStarting fust annual St. Pat's Engi·
neering Competition.
eWorking on a publicity manual to
help student organizations publicize
their events.
Those are many of the things that
Student Council has been working on
this year. There are also a few things
that I feel should be expanded upon
that we've been doing:
.
NetworkingofUniversity.approved .

the University and the city for their
cooperation in this matter. This will
ensure that UMR maintains its reputa·
tion as Missouri's Technological Uni·
versity. I look forward to seeing the
results of this cooperation when I visit
UMR in the future.
Strengthened UMR's relationship
with other Student governments: Last
fall we put on the first annual "Show·
Me Student Governments Can ference,"
and while the response was limited we
were able to strengthen our relationships with other Student Governments

housing': This was the number one issue that I stressed during campaigning.

in Missouri. This was done by our
Intercampus Communication commit-

with you.

-----
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Scott has said that "A university
owes the town that it resides in some·
thing." In a small town like Rolla it is
divided into the" haves" and the "have
nots" and while the university may
provide jobs. many locals do not feel
they belong on the campus. It is our job
to make them feel welcome.
There are two things that SCQtt, and
Collier. agree on and one is, in the
words of Scott, "What I really want
students to know absolutely is that at
MESP our doors are open to anyone on
campus, not just theminority [students].
I cannot emphasize enough that the
majority population is welcome to our
office and programs."
The other is what Scott emphasizes
the most, "We, meaning all of society,
must learn to never, never clump people
together. Everyone is an individual
and we need to see them through those
eyes and not see them in tenn of race,
gender, age or sexual orientation. We
are all individuals."
Scott fumly believes that these be·
liefs are a requirement for both her and
Collier in order to work in the office
they work in.

from page 2

areas with insufficient lighting. In the
. past two years, approximately 50 areas
have been identified as having insufficient lighting and have been corrected.
In the works/almost done:

libest! Too bad

Page IS

______ ________________________________
~

tee and I congratulate them on their
efforts. What I've done in this area is
twofold. First, I've been in close can·
tact with the Student Curator, Troy
Nash. From what I can tell, the UMR
Student Council has had about as much
contact with him as the Student Gov·
ernment on his own campus. ,Second,
I've maintained a good working rela·
tionship with ASUM. I've worked
closely with them on a few issues that
. affect students at the state level.
University Center Renovations:
The architects have been selected and
Student Council has conducted an Open
Forum to discuss what students see
lacking in the facilities currently and
what students will need 30 years from
now. A Master Plan will soon be
formulated ·by the architects . This
project has the potential -to resolve
numerous issues concerning students:
24 hour study area, fast food on campus
and more meeting space for organiza.
tions just to name a few.

Maintain relationships with fac·
ulty, staff and administration on cam·
pus: Last fall, the Presidents and VP's
from Student Council. Academic Call! 1cil and Staff Council started meeting ;,)
discuss the viewpoints of our various
constituencies. These meetings not
only fostered communication between
tOO groups, but gave us a chance to
work out issues that would not have
otherwise been possible. Thanks go to
Larry George, Assistant to the Chan·
cellar for Affumative Action, for pre·
senting the idea to the three groups.
If you have a question about any of
these issues or would like for Student
Council to start working on some other
issue or project, just let us know! Here
are five easy ways you can do so: 1) tell
your StuCo rep yourspecific complaint!
suggestion,
2)
e-mailing
stuco@umr.edu, 3) call 341-4280, 4)
fill out a suggestion fonn at http://
www.umr.edu/-st uco, or 5) stop by
202 UC-West.

' ., ,
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. Gossip

from page 14
AmyR.,
I told you I would write you one!
AOT,
Nichole

Tiff,
Why wouldn't they let us in?
AOT,
YBS

Rugby Boys,
Oh yea, th.ey call them the Streak!
KD Ladies

Master,
Where is she?
AOT,
Slave

Kate,
Boy, doesn't Tiff get defensive?
AOT,
Nichole

Jaime,
Seen any cute squirrels for me?
AOT,
"Julie"

KT,
Ever worked in a brick factory?
AOT,
Nichole

Angela,
You aren'J totally corrupted yet, are
you?
Your roomies

Jon,
Can you tell me what door I am
breaking into?
Traci

Melinda,
You're awesome!

Cheryl,
The plane is about to land ...
Brushes everyone!
AOT,
Cathy

Stacy,
They wanted to make me Rugby
Queen! I think not!
AOT,
Traci

KD Woodwing,
You gals rock! Fellow Queen Can·
didates - keep smiling!
AOT,
Traci

Sacha,
Good luck with St. Pat's. You'll do
great!
Stacy
Rob,
Heard you had a neato girlfriend...
is she good enough for you??

JT,

Kay·Dee loves our Alums!
MRCARLS,
I can't wait to coach you!
R

Aaron,
Have you disinfected your freezer
lately?
Cathy

ARH
KD cudgel carvers rule!

YPE

Music
The Smarties
Play it!

Alternative
Performance: 7
Sound Quality: 7
[Dub dub ta dubhhh dahhhh (humming theme to Star Wars)]
From a not so faraway place:
Springfield, Misery comes the band
the Smarties, playing in that fresh style
from late 80's that got everyone up and
dancing.
The album is cram packed with 13
songs each more different then the
next The sexy melodic vocals by
frontwoman Sheri Hurst keeps the listene;: entertained as do the backing
vocals by drummer Kristy McKinnis.
Songs like "Sundazed, " "I Wish I
Could Say" and "The Way He Makes

from page 6
UMR, and their only daughter earned
her degree in personal fmance at the
University of Missouri-Columbia.
As my conservation with Dr.
Collier drew to a close, he indicated
that he-had a question for me-a question for which he has earnestly sought
an answer. He asked, "What is it that
I coulo teil you before you started on
some task that would make you commit
to do your very, very best until the
end?"
I wasn't sure that anyone statement could accomplish that goa\. He
maybe could say something that would
get me thinking, but I would ultimately
have to choose for myself to seriously
commit to something. I think a lot has
to do with where my priorities lie.

However, I did ask some people
what might motivate them to commit to
a task. It seemed that most people
would be more apt to commit to something if they received a promise for a
reward, like money, good grades or
self· sufficiency, in return for their time
and effort.
What do you think? Just what is the
key to commitment? Dr. Collier has
been contemplating this for quite some
time.
Speaking with Dr. Collier was a
pleasurable experience. His pleasant
smile and friendly nature put me at
ease immediately. He seems to have
such a genuine concern for people and
a desire to make a difference in their
lives.

Solutions

from pageS
Me Fee\" are all excellent songs that
this femme duo can be heard. Not to
leave the guys out, guitarist Craig
Bostick and Matt Netzer play excep·
tionally well and sing, on songs like
"Little Green Men" and "Loved and
Lost Her.. .In a Hying Saucer."
Picking a favorite is difficult to do
because each song has that something
that makes it stand out Fortunately, I
broke down and picked "Summer's
Over and He Fixes Things." I like the
upbeat tempo and the rhythms are
tight.
I suggest on getting a copy next
time they come in town . Go figure,
they will be here Saturday, March I, so
get your copy then. Help support a
great band with an explosive future .
Jimbob

KD thanks Triangle for a great
Mexican feast!
Kasie,
It will all be fine. Remember rm
always here for you.
AOT,
YBBS

KD Basketball Team rules!
Gina,
We love you, man!
KD
Basketball Team
Anika,
I'll always have a couch open for
you.
AOT,
Stacy
Rugby Boys,
Thanks for the entertainment!
KD Ruggerhuggers

Where's Chester?

Christy, Diana, Julie,
1know who your big sisters are!
AOT

Collier
of study include: the synthesis and
characterization of polymers and the
synthesis and characterization of coordina tion compounds.
Aside from school, Dr, Collier en·
joys martial arts, hunting and fishing.
He also enjoys building and flying remote-controlled aircraft If you've ever
attended Salem Avenue Baptist
Church, you may have heard him sing.
He lends support to the choir and often
blesses the congregation with his uplifting solos.
Dr. Collier and his wife have three
children. Their youngest son, a senior
in high school, is considering pursuing
a civil engineering degree. Their eldest son has already obtained a degree
in engineering management here at

KD loves their pledges!

from page 14

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Answers to Hocus Focus
Snow fort is missing.
Sign is missing.
Cap differs.
Snowball stack is smaller.
Picture is missing.
Pendant is missing.

King Crossword
ACT
DO ORS
HAT
SUE
RI SEN
EGO
HE NR Y t UCE
NEE
YES
TA RR ED
AD HE R E OK AY
LIE
SEW SI CKO
ON NA
DOR
oLI X
WO R L D NIL
ALE
Y E AS
CA NY ON
I N FE S T AWE
000
HE N R YVI I I
ORR
E V AOE OWN
LAD
S E NOR
NON

Rachel,
Try not to break ALL the plates!

score of 63
only lead 0
AOT
hilamreep
The Steward
clock, Th
T!1JlIl anaga
Steward,
on tlie cloc
But I broke it really neat!
inlO tlie ha
AOT,
I ruslhalfsC
R
tlielead. T
Iheleading
Karolynn and Jenny,
Thanks for helping us 'float' through 8. Mills fo
Miners sh
St Pat's.
field, while
AOT,

I

Trum ~

R
I have the BEST pledges!
AOT,

YPE
Gina,
Your a great b-ball coach and my
choice for athlete of the week.
AOT,

R
Kappa Delta's house boys are the
greatest!

Julie,
Even if you get fat, at least you'll
always smell good.

Rocko
For here, the players leaped onto
the stage and went right into their
characters. The two and a half hours
and five acts to follow were filled with
hilarity, various sexual innuendoes, a
short rendition of the song 'The Lion
Sleeps Tonight" and the insanely comical and goofy portrayal of the character
Bottom.
With these elements, A Midsum-

--n
Building·

Good luck to all the Kappa Della
Campus Man Contestant's!

from page 6
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~ Al.L

IIOT thepla"'1
...

lbe SteWard

rea\lYneat!

I4.OT,
R

~

~ingUS'float'throUgh ,

14.0T,
R

~

AOT,

YPE

~

Building. The Miners fell short by a
score of 63-51. The Miners took their
only lead of the first half when Mills
hit a three point shot with 14:48 on the
clock. This lead was short lived;
Truman again took the lead with 13:56
on the clock and held this lead going
into the half time intermission. The
flI'St half score was 20-25, Truman in
the lead. Truman's Megan Kahn was
the leading scorer of the fust h~ with
8. Mills followed with 7. The Lady
Miners shot only 25.9% froin the
field, while Truman shot 42.3 %.
Truman kept their lead for the
entirety of the game. With 3:02' left
on the clock, Truman had built up a
lead of 15 points. Martens hit a three
pointer with 00:47 on the clock to take
the lead down nine. TrUlpan made

from page 11
nine freethrows in the last minute of
the game and went on to win by a
score of 51-63 . Truman's Amy Eagan
was the leading scorer of the game
with 19. Hartman led the Miners with
14 points and II rebounds. Mills had
10 points and six assists. Amber
Fischer also added II rebounds.
"We didn't shoot the ball well,"
commented Roberts. "Hartman played
'real hard. Defensrvely I think we did
a real nice job, but we just couldn't
put the ball in the basket. I was
pleased with all aspects of our game
except that we didn't shoot well. We
are really disappointed with this loss,
because the playoffs are no longer a
possibili.ty. Our season is about over,"
said Roberts.

b-ba\]"coach and Ill! ,
'oflhe week.
AOT,
R

s house boys ~~

allihe KappaDe\t :
nlestant's!

lrom pagel i

f a modem si_ ;
lsion. Allin all, ilWi I

Buy recycled. It would mean the worldto them.

njoyableSbakespeal :
eseen.

What'svoor
opinionll

Soft

from page 10

the fourth, giving the Lady Miners a
7-4 lead they would not relinquish.
Sloppy Lincoln Memorial defense and
an RBI single by Ostmann rounded out
the scoring for the Lady Miners. Becca
Alt scored three runs 'and stole three
bases for Lady Miners, while
Schr"l'engost led the team in RBIs with
two. Collins picked up the win in relief
. for UMR allowing two runs over three
and two-thirds innings.
The Lady Miners also split a pair
of games on Saturday. They lost to host
Kentucky Weslyan in the opener 3-1.

The lone Lady Miner run came when
Broeckling score on a KYU error.
Lovenzen picked up the win for KYU
tossing a four-hitter on the Lady
Miners, Bax took the loss.
UMR rolled in the second game
to an 11-1 rout of Southern Indiana.
The Lady Miners jumped ahead early
with five runs in the bottom of the fust,
highlighted by a two run double by
Schrecengost and a two run single by
Collins. UMR scored three more runs
on an RBI single by Collins and a two
run double from All And in the fifth

the Lady Miners finished off the Eagles
with three more runs on RBI singles
by Tory Atwood, Alt and a RBI
groundout by Broeckling. Collins
.earned the win for the Lady Miners
allowing just one run over five innings
when a wild pitch allowed Lady Eagle
.catcher, Virgin to score. Alt stole three
bases for the Lady Miners knocked in
three for the Lady Miners.
The Lady Miners next game will
be their home-<>pener when they host
William Jewell Saturday.
~

Pro Sports

Association...

-..,..

RQittngI-WltDlMase

teams .have managed to turn things
around. Dallas is now second in the
Western Conference, with Edmonton
only slightly behind at fourth. These
are two teams to watch in the
contention for the St!'"ley Cup. While
I wouldn't pick either one to win, they
have the talent and chemistry to
contend, and should definitely be
major forces in the NHL for years to
come.
Although trading in the NBA may
be over, the NHL isn't thro ugh-and
there's a strong possibility that Boston
Bruins star Adam Oates may be on his
way somewhere e lse. Oates was
stripped of the "A" on his jersey

denoting alternate captain status, and
verbally fired on Bruins management
for I)ot being willing to win at all costs.
Oates also stated that he believes the
best thing for the Bruins would be to
trade himself and several other
veterans, to allow the team to develop
younger players. Don 't expect Adam

A stroke can chang
your life forever
r---'3"'k
hlo::'u=s':::e':'s'.F40::'r
T." ~""I'S'
K':::4e':'n~t---'

Within 2 Blocks of CampUS

to be in Boston by the end of the

1 Bed Student housing

season.
That's it for this week, but
keep in touch - the gears of baseball
are beginning to rum, and I'll do my
best to keep yo u updated. Until then,
keep an eye on the Bulls .. .they might
just set a new record.

2 Bed Student housing
4 Bed Student housing

364-3015 805 w, 12 St.
Contact Charles Gideon

"Soul Coughing should
come to st. Pat's because
they've got a great sound."

"I'd reall y like to see

This week's question:
Who would you like to see for the St. Pat's
concert?
reunion."
II

"Ravi
the ' Doors. "

Jennifer Stewart
Senior
Mechanical En .

~

.........---------------------------------

.

American Heart . .

from page 11

Interviews and photos by Liz Morris.
Layout by Justin Ferguson.

America.
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Lucy Knaup
Junior
Engineering Management
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. All organizat ional meeting times
and places are provided by the St udent Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all changes to the afpre-

I

6:30 pm: American Nuclear Society,
227 Fulton

7:00 pm: Assoc. of Black Students,
204 McNutt

7:00 pm: Koinonia, Walnut Rm, UCW

7:30 pm:
Harris

mentioned office.

10:30 am: St. Pats Committee, All
week, Singing at the Puck

7:00 pm: Interv arsi ty Christian
Fellowship, Sunrise Rm, UCE
7:00 pm : Toastm asters, 109 CSF

12:00 pm: Booster Club, Pizza Inn

7:00 pm:
Schrenk

2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec'Center

Arnold Air Society, 201

7:00 pm: Christian Science, Sunrise
Rm, UCE

Schrenk
7:30 pm: Bahai Club, Meramec Rm,
UCE
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt

,.

8:00 pm: Phi Eta Sigma. G-5 HSS

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139
8:00 pm: Academic Competiti on
Organization, 314 CE

!

7:00 pm: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

account, a request for forwarding, and
the new e·mail address to forward mail
to must be provided for this service.
For more information, see the Alumni
Web Page at http://ww w.umr.ed u/

alumni!.
Coffee Talks
The Multicultural Educational Support
Program invites faculty, staff and
students to a series of coffee talks from
9-llam on Thursdays at the MESP
Office in Room 107 Norwood Hall.
Free coffee, homemade pastries and
good conversation are included. On the
third Thursday of every month, MESP
will have a guest host to lead
discussions. The line-up of guest hosts
includes: Preview uf "South Pacific"
with John Woodfm, March 20; "Voices
of Inspiration " ~ings songs from CD
entitled "Missouri State Wide Gospel
. Choir"; and Stress Reliever with Ann

Interested in Diversity?!
Th e Committe e on Campus
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club Women's
Environment is currently looking 'for
8:00 pm: Academic Competiti on All Day: Student Body President
practice, Rec Center
students with at least three semesters
Puck
Election,
Organization, 314 CE
remaining that are actively involved in
5:30 I'm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206
student organizations who can put their
Center
Rec
Club,
Volleyball
pm:
2:30
EMgt
104
Team,
8:00 pm: Solar Car
McN utt
heart and soul into diversity·issues. The
committe e is currentl y taking
G-8 HSS
SMSTA,
pm:
4:30
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE
applicatio ns for po sitions of peer
TECHS. The TECH position Wilks, May 15.
Diversity
McNutt
5:00 pm: !FC, 216
6:00 pm: Spelunke rs Club, 204 2:30 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
entails becoming a certified diversity
McNutt
over Freshman Orientati on needs your
6:30 pm: Student Council Presential trainer with training taking place
7:00 pm: Show Me Anime, 204
the help ·
After
2.
June
through
27
May
debate, Centennia l Hall, UCE
McN utt
the
6:00 pm: ASME, 104 ME
training is completed. it is expected that Volunteers are needed to assist with
Orientation weekends. You
Freshman
campus
to
return
then
will
trainers
the
CE
114
Omega.
7:00 pm: Alpha Phi
7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110 7:00 pm & 9:00 pm: SUB Movie,
the fo llowing semester and conduct can make a difference by informing
Ransom, 104 ME
Buehler
the prospectiv e students of why UMR
7:00 pm: Film Festival - Last Man Diversity workshop s during
should be their first choice, have fun
August.
in
week
n
Onentatio
Freshman
8: 00 pm: Symphony Orchestra concert Standing, Leach Theatre. Castleman
7:00 pm : IEEE, 117 CE
Th e workshop s will then continue and take a break from your normal
, "A Night with Ludwig." Leach Theatre,
year by routine. Freshman Orientation dates
9:00 pm: Arnold .Air Society, 208 through the rest of the school
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi , ' 125 Castleman
ns. are: March 7, March 31 , April 25, June
organizatio
different
to
presenting
Harris
Schrenk
To apply for the position, compose a II , and June 13. 1997 . For more
information , contact OSAC at 341-4211
9:30 pm: Delta Omicron Lamda. 126 300 word essay on why you're
the
7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma. 126 Schrenk
interested in being a Diversity TECH or ' pfrisbee@umr.edu, or stop by
Schrenk
al
2:00 pm : Chess Club, Gallery UCE
and why diversi ty needs to be Center for Personal and Profession
7:00 pm: AlChE, G-3 Schrenk
Norwood Hall.
204
ent,
Developm
in
Turn
.
campus
this
on
addressed
9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Rec Center
7:00 pm & 9:00 pm: SUB Movie,
applications to the MESP office, 107
7:00 pm: College Democrats, 216 Ransom, 104 ME
NorwoodHalJ, by March 10, 1997: For
Financial
McNutt
more information, contact the MESP
7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
212 McNutt
7:30 pm: Bahai Club, Meramec Rm,
UCE
8:30 pm:
MCS

Kappa Mu Epsilon, 203

2:30 pm: Student Council StuCo
Lawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW
4:00 pm: Volleyball Club, Rec Center
4:30 pm: Chi Epsilon, 114 CE
5:30 pm: Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME
Annex
6:00 pm: AIChE Committe e on
Legislation , 109 CSF
Campus Christian
6:00 pm:
Fellowship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE
6:30 pm: Baptist Student Union
Worship Service, 610 W. 10th St.

office at 341-4182.
election, Puck

Arnold Air Society Volleyba ll
ent
Tournam
Center
Rec
Club,
Volleyball
2:30 pm:
The Arnold Air Society, a service
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 139 4:00 pm: Volleyball Club; Women's organization within Air Force ROTC,
is planning on holding a volleyball
Schrenk
Practice, Rec Center
tourname nt to raise money for the
you can
8:30 pm: Omega Sigma. 204 McNutt
5:30 pm: Sigma Gamma Epsilon, 206 National Forest Service, and
cooed
person
four
a
together
Put
help.
McNutt
team and pick up an entry fom at TJ,
8:00 pm: KMNR, 107C ME Annex
Quad, or the Multipurpose Center. Fill
6:00 pm: Chess Club, Gallery, UCE
itout and return it with a $IOperperson
entry fee by March 17 to any of the
6:30 pm: Blue Key, 216 ME
three aforementioned places, and you're
All Day: Student Body President
all set for some volleyball excitement!
Election, Puck
6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, i03 EE
Each player will receive a T-shirt. and
the top
All Day: Student Council Chalk the 6 :00 pm: Spe lunker s Club, 204 there will be cash awards for
winners and door prizes! If you have
Walk, Puck
McNutt
any ques tions, please contact Tim
or
10:00 am : Ask Mr. Stuco, Puck
7:00 pm: Omega Chi Epsilon, G-3 Gasmire at tgasmire@ umr.edu
at .
Hummer
Deborah
Schrenk
.
umr.edu
dhummel@
Chapter
Orators
University
pm:
12:00
of Toastmaste rs International, Missouri 7:00 pm: Amateur Radio Club, 110
E-mail Forwardin g
Rm, UCE
Buehler
Did you know ,that the MSM-UMR
UMR
5:30 pm: Spanish Club, 203 HSS
1:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma. 126 Schrenk Alumni Offtce will forward your
e-mail for up to one year following your
7:30 pm: Kappa Kappa Psi, 125 departure from UMR. An active UMR

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Assn., 216
ME

$

Aid
Information

$

Reminder to students for priority aid
(ie: Universit y Loan, Work Study,
SEOG) your Free Applicati on for
Fed!,ral Student Aid for the 97(98
academic year should be to tbe
proce~sor by March 3, 1997. Any
questions, contact the Student Financial
Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall .
Americo rps Educatio n Awards
Program
The AmeriCor ps Education Awards
Program offers members the standard
AmeriCorps education stipend of over
$4,700 for one year of community
service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA,
it does not provide a living allowance or
other benefits. For information on this
program contact the Student Financial
Aid Office, G'-l Parker Hall.
The William M. Reiss Foundation
Scholarsh ip Fund
Scholarship recipients are limited to
Graduates of publicly supported High
schools located withing the city limits
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W;dne;day, February 26, 1997
of Belleville, 1llinois. Students working
toward a degree in medicine, but not
nursing, are excluded.
Post
Baccalaureate students will not be
considered. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker Hall. Application must be sent
by: May 1, 1997.
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The Scott-St. Louis Chapter of the
AImed Forces Communications and
Electronics Association plans to award
two $2500 and five $1000 scholarships
to local students majoring in engineering,

scientific. computer science, or
telecommunications
programs.
Scholarships are to be awarded in May
for use in the Fall and Spring semester,
1997-98. To qualify, you must be
entering college as a freshman,
sophomore, junior, or senior during the
1997-98 school year; be a full-time
student (as defined by the school's
admissions office); anend a 2 or 4 year
accredited institution; and express an
intention to pursue or complete a degree
in engineering, scientific areas, computer
science or telecommunications. You do
not have to be a member of AFCEA.
Applications available in the Student
Financiiu Aid Office, G - I Parker HalL

students will not be eligible for this
scholarship.)
• Students applying in their freshmen
year of college must use their high school
Senior year to establish their GPA. At
this level, eligible applicants must have
a minimum 3.0 GPA on a 4 .0 scale.
• Each recipient must maintain an
overall 3.0 GPA on a 4 .0 scale and a
minimum 3.0 GPA in manufacturing!
engineering courses to continue their
eligibility for this award through the
academic year.
• Students may submit a scholarship
application in succeeding years.
* Need is a conSideration in awarding
scholarships only when two or more
applicants have equal qualifications.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be submitted by
March 1, 1997.

Application must be returned by: April
-11,1997.

industries and have need of financial
assistance. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker HalL Application deadline must
be received by: April 1, 1997.

gs songs from CD
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Derrick

the petroleum, energy and allied

,March 20; "Voices

Ie aliving aUowan

and

point average (computed on a 4.0 scale).
Applicants must be pursuing a degree
in a major field of study related to the
petroleum industry with the objective
of obtaining full-time employment in

very month, MEsp
:st host to lead

Incial
.id

Desk

Educational Trust
The Association of Desk and Derrick
Clubs sponsors a scholarship program
through the Desk and Derrick
Educational Trust for student citizens
of the United States or Canada who have /
completed two years of undergraduate
studies with a minimum of 3.0 grade

Missouri Miner

The Midwest Concrete Industry
Board,[nc.

Trans World Airlines, Inc. ScholarThe Mid-West Concrete Industry
ship
. Board has established a perpetual fund
ELiGmILITY:
known as the Mid· West Concrete
* Student must currently be residents Industry Board Education Fund. This
of the State of Missouri as defined by
Fund is an endowment fund that will
the rules of the Board of Curators.
provide financial assistance 10 college
Society
of
Manufacturing
• Graduate and undergraduate
enginee~ing students pursuing a
Engineer's Education Foundation
applicants must be currently enrolled
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
To look at our scholarship guidelines
or accepted for admission to an
includes concrete and concrete design
explaining the criteria , terms , and
academic program at the University of courses ~ an integral part of their degree
required submission materials and .
Missouri in environmental engineering
program.
announcemeqts for each scholarship:
or environmental science. Graduate APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS:
Type: http: //www.s me .org/smeef/
students are e ligible al any level;
• The applicant 's penn anent residence
grantprolhtm.
undergraduate students must have
as indicated on college records or the
Click on Grant Proposal Application
compleled 60 hours of co llege course high school or record must be within
Arrow down under Booklet 3 and click
work, not necessarily at the University
the states of Kansas or Missouri and
on
Siudent
Scholarship
for
of Missouri.
either (a) within a 150-mile radius from
announcements regarding undergraduate
* Law students who intend to pursue a a point on the KansasiMissou~i state
scholarships and graduate fellowships.
career in the area of natural resources or line at highway 1-35; or (b) within a 25
Click on the printer icon to print the
environmental law are eligible.
mile radius of the main U.S. Post Office
information and announcements you
* Prior TWA Scholarship recipients are at the mailing addresS of a current MCm
see.
eligible to reapply.
member.
Click on Back button to return to
• Applicant must be pursuing a
• Applicants will be evaluated on the
Student Scholarships under Booklet 3.
basis of grade point average, GRE
Bachelor of Science or higher degree that
Click on Scholarship Application Cover
scores (where available), researcl), and
includes concrete and concrete design
Sheet, then click on Microsoft Word
other relevant experience. Applications courses as an integral part of their degree
6.0, or WordPerfect 6.0, or Word Perfect
available in the Student Financial Aid program at an accredited college or
5.0 (the docurnent will appear), and then
university.
Office, G-l Parker Hall. Application
click on OK to download the
deadline is March 14, 1997.
* Applicant must be enrolled in or have
application in the appropriate fonnat
completed concrete or concrete design
for your word processor.
SME SI. Louis Chapter No. 17 courses.
Undergraduate Scholarships
Scholarship
• Applicant must not be a son ,
Applied Power Manufacturing
The Society of Manufacturing daughter, grandson, granddaughter,
Engineering Scholarship Award,
Engineers (SME) St. Louis SME niece, or nephew or an Advisory
Caterpillar Scholars Award Fund,
Chapter No . 17, through the ' SME Committee member.
Lucille B. Kaufman Women' s
Education Foundation, will support * Part-time student applicants will be
Scholarship, Wayne Kay Scholarship
scholarships to worthy full-time
limited to junior class status or above.
Award, St Louis Chapter No . 17
students who are enrolled in a degree
The scholarship award to part-time
Scholarship Award, Myrtle and Earl
program in manufacturing engineering,
students will be commensurate with the
Walker Scholarship Award, William·E.
indu s trial technology, or other costs.
Weisel Scholarship Award
manufacturing related program at one * The application must be typewritten.
Graduate Fellowships:
of the approved institutions listed Responses to ques tion s on the
Wayne Kay Graduate Fellowship
below which maintain an SME Chapter
application must be answered on the
For more infonnation and instruction
form, with the exception of the essay
No. 17 Student Chapter.
how to apply contact the Student
questions, which may be typed on a
* Scholarship applicants musl be fullFinancial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
time students enrolled In a separate sheet and attached to the
Application must be submitted by :
manufacturing engineering, industrial application. The application must be
March 1, 1997.
accompanied by a college transcript.
technology, or other related program.
* Applicants must be a Junior or below. * (a) A statemenl appraisal of the
Scott-SI. Louis Area Chapter,
applicant in terms of potential for
* Scholarship applicants musl possess
Armed Forces Communications and
an overall minimum grade point average growth, character, leadership capacity,
Electronics Association
and career interest from three evaluators
(GPA) of3.5 on a 4.0 scale. (Graduate

.........

----------~--------------------------

is required: at least on should be from a
faculty member. The statements of
appraisal must be returned directly to
MCIB
by
each
evaluator.
Recommendations sent to MCm by
the applicant will not be accepted.
(b) Applicants must ensure that
MCIB has received these appraisals
before
application
deadline.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be received by: April
30,1997.
Missouri Council of the Blind
Any legally blind person enrolled in or
under consideration for admission to
post secondary training programs, who
are Missouri residents, and have
submitted a completed application and
all required supporting materials, are
eligible to be considered for a MCB
scholarship. The definition of legal
blindness is as follows : Visual acuity of
20{200 or less in the better corrected
eye or a visual field of 20 degrees or
less in the bener corrected eye. To be
eligible you must be legally bli'nd in
BOTH eyes. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker HaiL Applications must be
received by: May 1, 1997.
NAWlC The Greater Kansas City,
MO Scholarship Foundation
NAWIC seeks scholarship candidates
with a similar commitment to their
career in construction, If you are
currently enrolled, full-time student
with a minimum of one year remaining
in a course of study leading to a degree
or an Associate Degree in constructionrelated degree program and a career in
construction. Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I
Parker HaiL Application must be
postmarked no later than: March 31,
1997.
The John Gyles Education Fund
The John Gyles Education Fund is a
priv ate ,
benevolent
endeavor
established seven years ago with ' the
help of a Canadian/American benefactor.
Each year financial assistance is
available to students in both Canada and
the United States. Full Canadian or
American citiienship is a requirement.
Awards are available to both male and
female students for all areas of postsecondary study. A minimum GPA of
2.7 is required. Criteria other than
strictly academic ability and financial
need are considered in the selection
process. Selected students will receive
up to $3,000.00. Filing dates for mailing
applications in 1997 are April 1st, June
15th, and November 15th. To receive
an application please send only a
stamped***(US 32 ), self-addressed,
standard lener size (No. 10) envelope
to the following address:
The John Gyles Education Fund
Anention: R. James Cougle
P..O. Box 4808,712 Riverside Drive
Fredericton, New Brunswick
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***We use international mail services,
therefore U.S. postage is acceptable.
The Greater Kansas City Hispanic
Scholarship Fund 1997
The purpose of the Hispanic
Scholarship Fund is to provide
approximately $60,000 in scholarships
each year to both entering or continuing
college students of Hispanic descent.
The Fund was developed by local
Kansas City Hispanic agencies which
have secured cash gifts and "in-kind"
matching grants from the private sector,
area colleges and universities, and
Hispanic interests to insure its
perpetuation. Applications available
in the Student Financial Aid Office, GI Parker HalL Application must be
received by: March 7, 1997.
Rolla Lions Club Vance Scholarship
Fund
Students must be a graduate from
Newburg, St. James, or Rolla High
schools. Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G-l
Parker HalL Application deadline must
be returned no later then: April 7, 1997.
NAW[C National Association of
Women in Construction St. Louis
Cha pter 38
The SI. Louis Missouri Chapter of the
National Association of' Women in
Construction is accepting applications
for our ANNUAL Scholarship awards.
Students must be enrolled in a
curriculum leading to a career in a
construction-related field. Applicants
are selected based upon financial need,
grade point average and commitment to
their field of study. NAWIC members
and their families are not eligible. Equal
consideration will be given to all
applicants. Applicants available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, 0-1
Parker HaiL Application must be
submitted by: March 31, 1997.
American Electroplaters and Surface Finishers Society
Each year the American Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society offers
scholarships to upper class undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in the surface finishing field.
Criteria:
* Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallwgical engineering, materials science or engineering, chemistry, chemical engineering, or
environmental engineering.
* Selection factors include achievement,
scholarship potential, motivation and
interest in the fmishing technologies .
* Must be a full-tim e student during
the academic year the scholarship is received.
* Financial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application and all requested documents must be postmarked by April
15,1997.
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